
Syllabus for HUM 220-H50 (US-Brazil Connect I) Winter 2017

Instructor: Terry Cox

Email: coxterryl@jccmi.edu

Cell: 734-649-7306

Course Description

This course is only open to students who participate in the international program partnership

between JC and Denver-based US-Brazil Connect. The course introduces students to Brazilian

history and culture while employing small team techniques to teach the students how to coach

Brazilian high school students in English. This is a structured cross-cultural experience that will

afford students the opportunity to examine the differences and similarities of two dynamic and

unique cultures and languages.

Amplified Course Description

For the exchange to be successful, it will also be necessary to foster a sense of camaraderie

among members of the team. This course will reinforce team building and create channels of

communication between teaching fellows. Since this entire experience will hinge on positive

communications, successful negotiation of this course should translate into better teamwork and

better individual performance during the overseas exchange.

Our physical meetings will constitute discussions, lectures and role-playing. Class members

will take a leading role in introducing and analyzing course content. On given days, individual

class members will present practice lessons. This will have the effect of dividing our labors,

permitting specialized study and, most importantly, practicing teaching.

The online portion of the class is divided into three main components: 1) Group work and

conversation between team members, 2) individual posting of US-Brazil Connect assignments,

and 3) direct communication with students in Brazil. Again, since the course emulates our work

with the Brazilians, we will be using the same social media (Facebook, Google Hangouts and

Skype) from the outset.

We selected you for this program based on several criteria: writing, interviews, flexibility of

thought, willingness to learn and most importantly, inter-personal skills. We have every

expectation that you will perform your duties well in Brazil, and this course should improve your

performance. However, it is also a diagnostic tool for the college leadership. Failure to perform

during this first phase of the program will result in a lower grade for the course, and may render

a student ineligible for the trip. It is important, then, to work hard during this initial phase.



Course Objectives

Small group work and diversity are increasingly in demand by employers and are necessary for

the successful implementation of our overseas exchange. Understanding and respecting the

diversity and interdependence of the world's peoples and cultures is also a requirement of the

future economy and a vital part of this program.

Sustainability, literally the survival of things we value, is increasingly the concern of industry,

government, and academic institutions. The interconnectedness of people forms the basis of the

US-Brazil Connect program. By immersing our teaching fellows in Brazilian culture, and in turn

practicing English (fostering perhaps lifelong relationships) with Brazilian students, the program

seeks to both teach and provide the means for attaining common understanding

Beyond preparing students for a successful international exchange in Brazil, the course has as its

objective the fostering of general cultural fluency. Citizens of the new age will require

awareness and appreciation for ideas and modes of living in other parts of the world. Increased

cultural fluency is increasingly the mark of a college-educated person in the 21st century.

Furthermore, this course provides grounding in skillsets that are highly prized by government

and industry. Collaborative learning through colloquia and team projects not only brings

together the innate skills of individual students, but also fosters a team ethic and makes the

process of discovery more meaningful and stimulating.

The workplace values interaction with others to the extent that students who have experienced

this sort of work will have obvious career advantages. Our students will achieve success for

themselves in culturally diverse environments, and the relationships they foster this year in

Brazil may, in the long-term, help our entire country.

Workload and Grading

This three-credit class emulates the work that we will be doing in Brazil. That means that, while

we are only meeting in a physical classroom two hours a week, we are spending a minimum of

five extra hours working and interacting online. Individual students, as needed, might expand

the hours. However, five hours a week should cover the basic course. In addition to the online

work, there will be a required journal (either hand-written or a blog), a series of in-class

presentations, creation of lesson plans and one written final exam.



Grading:

- Attendance and in-class participation 20%

- On-line participation (quantity and quality) 20%

- In-class presentations 20%

- Mastery of small team techniques 20%

- Final submission of coaching plans (1 week of PBG and 1 week of ESL) 10%

- Final exam 10%

Course Topics (not necessarily in this order)

Introduction to Course

Jackson College’s US-Brazil Connect Team

The Importance of Brazil

The Nuts and Bolts of US-Brazil Connect

Modes of Instructional Delivery

Familiarity with Social Media

Journal

Presentations (Practice Lessons)

Individual Research/Writing

Discussion (In-Class and Online)

The Study of Brazil

Portuguese Language

Geography

Brazilian Flora and Fauna

Economics

History

Period of Conquest, Colonialism, and Slavery

Post-Revolutionary Period to Emancipation

Modern Period

Contemporary Politics

Conflicts of Class, Race, and Gender

Conflicts between Economic Growth and Sustainability

Modes of Cultural Expression



Candomblé and Catholicism

Capoeira

Samba, and Carnaval

Film

Literature

Music

Art

Fashion

Cuisine

Sports

Social Mores and Manners

English as a Second Language (ESL)

Second Language Learning and Introduction to Program with Brazilian High School Students

Second Language Acquisition

Facilitation of ESL in Brazil

Leadership Workshop (with US-Brazil Connect)

Brainstorming Lesson Plans

Practice Lessons through Colloquia and Small Group Work

First Assignments to ESL Groups

Connecting with Brazilian Students

Facebook Groups/Google-plus Hangouts/Skype

Establishing Hot Topics

Facebook Project Development

Preparing for Connecting with ESL Group

Preparation for Travel (to be in part facilitated by US-Brazil Connect)

Rules

Safety

Health

Lifelines

Documentation

Airport Security, Flight, and Customs

Post Assessment

Planning Pay-It-Forward Project



HUM220-H50 Winter 2017 Class Schedule

Date Day Topic

17-Feb 1 Introduction, syllabus review, basic program information

Program requirements

Introduction line

24-Feb 2 Know our partners USBC and CNI

Brazil History, Government, Climate, Religions and Economy

Fly-swatter activity

10-Mar 3 Coaches not teachers

Work not charity

Are Americans privileged versus others?

Round-robin idea generation

17-Mar 4 Reports on our assigned location (this class and the next 3 classes)

History, Climate, Religions, Economy, Education, Violence, Culture and Transportation

24-Mar 5 A day in the life of a coach in Brazil

Project groups, English language skill-level groups

Think-pair-share brain storming/idea generation

31-Mar 6 Consumer or creative partner

Team building - the drama triangle

GHO #1 (4/1 training)

7-Apr 7 Discussion/GHO with past participants, Brazilian and JC students

Lesson Plans

14-Apr 8 USBC GHO Training

21-Apr 9 Journey Preparation

Hotel, immigration, safety etc.

GHO #2 (4/22 training)



28-Apr 10 Leadership - what makes a good leader

Roommates and agreements

16-Apr 11 USBC GHO Training

1-May 17 Brazilian student FB & GHO starts

5-May 12 Expanding your comfort zone

Review and finalize team and roommate agreements

Typical scenarios while in Brazil

12-May 13 How to handle homesickness

Stress and ways to handle

GHO #3 (5/13 training)

19-May 14 Final Exam and celebration

Coaching Plan Submission

2-Jun 15 GHO #4 (6/3 training)

19-Jun 16 Denver 3-day training

30-Jun 18 3 weeks of cultural immersion in Brazil

24-Jul 19 FB/GHO & PIF Project

NOTES:

This schedule is subject to change based on class progress.

Class is held every day unless JC cancels.


